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a b s t r a c t
Herein, we demonstrate a bottom-up synthetic method resulting in a nanocomposite which consist of
cerium fluoride (CeF3) embedded in iron-nitrogen-doped porous carbon (Fe/N/C) utilizing fluorination
and ammonia annealing. High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) combined with X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) verifies that the Fe species are present as Fe-N4 coordination at an atomic level in the CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst. A high-spin Fe3+-N4 configuration in the nitrogen-doped carbon revealed by 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy for Fe L-edge, which will contribute to the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) activity in acid
electrolyte. CeF3 embedded into the structure of Fe/N/C not only form the oxophilic interface, but also
regulate the surface chemical state of Fe and Ce species as well as boosting ORR in acidic solution. The
presence of Ce3+ sites at the CeF3-Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst could enhance the O2 adsorption capability
and promote H2O2 reducing to water efficiently, thus greatly improve of the electrochemical performance
and durability of Fe/N/C catalyst is demonstrated in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).
Ó 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The electrochemical oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) has
attracted much interest due to its application in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), and the noble metal Ptbased materials are regarded as efficient electrocatalysts for ORR
[1,2]. For the large-scale applications of PEMFC, a low-cost electrocatalyst alternative to Pt for the ORR is imperative [3,4]. The atomically dispersed iron-nitrogen-carbon (Fe/N/C) catalysts have been
considered as the most promising candidates to replace the Ptbased ORR catalysts [5–7]. Nevertheless, the ORR activity catalyzed
by Fe/N/C catalyst is sluggish in an acidic electrolyte, which leads
to relatively high overpotential (40–400 mV) and remarkable performance loss in PEMFC [8,9]. The overpotential is related to the
proton and electron transfer to the adsorbed oxygen on the surface
of catalysts [10,11]. One of the effective strategies to address those
issues is to promote high-concentration oxygen to react with the
reactive catalytic sites [9]. Some studies purpose the interface for
⇑ Corresponding author.
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ORR at the triple phase among the electrolyte, gas phase and reactive catalytic sites. There is a feature of high oxygen solubility and
fast electron transport at the interface, where the oxygen reduction
takes place [12]. Consequently, it is highly desirable to design the
interface at reactive catalytic sites which can promote the electron
transport as well as enhancing the reactant oxygen to accelerate
the reaction. Meanwhile, the Fe/N/C catalyst in PEMFC often
degrades rapidly in short term [13,14], it is believed that the byproduct H2O2 will generate highly reactive oxygen-containing
radicals in the presence of free iron species, and then lead to the
degradation of Fe/N/C catalyst [15,16]. Therefore, it is possible to
achieve the high stability of Fe/N/C catalyst by enhancement of
oxygen adsorption capacity and the elimination of H2O2
production.
Ce3+/Ce4+ redox couple in CeO2 are well known for its high oxygen mobility, oxygen storage capacity [17–19], efficient absorption
of H2O2 and scavenging of free radicals [20,21]. Recent studies indicated that the elimination of H2O2 is correlated to the fraction of
Ce3+ species in CeO2, and latter always used as co-catalyst or supporter in the metals-based hybrid electrocatalyst for ORR [22,23].
Another promising cerium-containing material is CeF3, which also
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has Ce3+/Ce4+ dynamic redox couple, showing structural stability in
an acidic environment, as well as high ionic conductive and
intriguing catalytic properties [24–26]. More importantly, CeF3 is
the most studied cerium (III) compounds, while the Ce4+ can be
formed only as a result of non-stoichiometry [27]. To the best of
our knowledge, there are no studies related to the application of
metal fluoride (CeF3) as co-catalyst to enhance the ORR durability
of Fe/N/C catalyst in the PEMFC due to limited synthetic methods
for preparation of metal fluoride.
In this work, to address these challenges and realize potential
application in PEMFC, we report a bottom-up synthetic strategy
to prepare the metal fluoride/single iron atom (CeF3-Fe/N/C) hybrid
catalyst. We discovered that the CeO2 nanoparticles preconfined in
iron-nitrogen-doped porous carbon catalyst can be facilely transformed to CeF3, by reacting with fluoride agent at room temperature and subsequent heat treatment with NH3. Though
this synthetic strategy, the CeF3 is anchored on the structure of
Fe/N/C and formed the interface in CeF3-Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst.
At the same time, the surface chemical state of Fe and Ce species
could be regulated due to the strongly chemical interaction
between CeF3 and Fe/N/C. O2 temperature programmed desorption/mass spectrometry illustrated that the oxophilic interface play
an important role in the O2 adsorption capacity increased with the
introduction of CeF3. The ORR catalyzed by CeF3-Fe/N/C mainly
happens through 4-electron pathway, and the hybrid catalyst
could adsorb and convert H2O2 to water effectively by ex-situ
chemical treatment of catalysts with H2O2. Thus, excellent electrochemical performance and stability for ORR in PEMFC was
achieved in this work.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to characterize the lattice
structure of these samples. The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was obtained using a Perkin–Elmer instrument.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data was recorded on a
Thermo ESCALAB 250XI instrument with a monochromatized Al,
Ka X-ray source. The morphology and elemental distribution of
the samples were observed using the transmission electron microscope (TEM) and high resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM). The high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images were performed on a
JEOL JEM-2100F fieldemission transmission electron microscope.
The metal content was analyzed by inductively coupled plasmaatomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). 57Fe Mössbauer spectra
was measured at room temperature using a Topologic 500A spectrometer and a proportional counter. X-ray absorption spectroscopy was measured at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility.
O2-TPD/MS (O2-temperature programmed desorption mass spectrometry) measurements were performed on an AutoChem 2910
chemisorption analyzer. All samples were first treated at 200 °C
for 30 min under an Ar atmosphere to remove adsorbed water.
Then, after the samples had cooled to room temperature, an
O2/Ar gas flow of 30 sccm was introduced to adsorb on the samples
for one hour. After the remaining O2 was evacuated using a He gas
flow, the temperature of the samples was raised at a rate of
20 °C min 1 from room temperature to 800 °C. The effluents were
monitored by an e-Vision + residual gas analyzer MKS coupled
with a quadrupole mass selective detector.

2. Experimental section

2.3. Electrochemical measurements

2.1. Synthesis of the catalysis

Rotating disk electrode (RDE) and rotating ring-disk electrode
(RRDE) tests were carried out on a CHI760D workstation (Shanghai
Chenhua, China) at room temperature. A graphite rod and an Ag/
AgCl electrode were used as the counter and reference electrodes,
respectively. RDE tests were conducted in an oxygen saturated
0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte and a glassy carbon work electrode
(4 mm of disk outer diameter) with the rotating rate varying from
400 to 2500 rpm at a scan rate of 5 mV s 1. The catalyst ink was
prepared by adding a 5 mg catalyst to a solution containing
280 lL water, 70 lL ethanol and 95 lL Nafion (5 wt%) to form a
homogeneous suspension. Then 8 lL of ink was dropped onto the
glassy carbon disk. For comparison, a commercial 20% Pt/C was
used. Koutecky–Levich plots (j 1 vs. x 1/2) were analyzed in
0.5 M H2SO4 with varying rotation speeds. For the long-term stability tests, the electrodes were first cycled 3000 cycles from 0.4 V to
1.0 V at 50 mV s 1 in 0.5 M H2SO4. In addition, RRDE tests were carried out with a three-electrode system similar to that of RDE tests
except for the working electrode. The work electrode contains
glassy carbon disk (OD = 4 mm) and platinum ring (OD = 7 mm,
ID = 5 mm). The RRDE tests of different catalysts were performed
in the saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, the hydrogen peroxide
yield and the electron-transfer number (n) of different catalysts
during the ORR was detected by using Pt ring electrode that ring
potential was constant at 1.1 V versus RHE.

2.1.1. Synthesis of the CeO2 nanoparticles [28]
Briefly, an aqueous urea solution (0.1 g mL 1) was added to
0.1 M Ce(NO3)36H2O aqueous solution. The suspension was stirred
at 80 °C for 12 h, followed by heat-treatment at 550 °C for two
hours.
2.1.2. Synthesis of the CeF3-Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst [29,30]
To confine active material into the pores with high dispersibility, the as-synthesized CeO2 was ultrasonically dispersed in an
aqueous solution containing 5 g SiO2 and 0.25 g PEI to form a
homogenous solution. Aniline (2 g) and an amount of iron (II)
phthalocyanine (FePc) was gradually added to 20 ml HCl (2 M)
solution to form a suspension. Then, 2 g ammonium persulphate
(N2H8S2O8) was added to the suspension. The polymerization of
aniline was completed after reaction for 24 h, the suspension was
vacuum-dried, and then carbonized in a tube furnace at 900 °C
for one hour under nitrogen. The obtained powder was etched with
a 4 M HF solution for 24 h at room temperature to remove the SiO2
template and fluorination of CeO2, then washed several times with
deionized water. Subsequently, the obtained solids were pyrolyzed
in an NH3 atmosphere at 900 °C (the synthesis route is illustrated
in Scheme S1). For comparison, series of CeF3-Fe/N/C composites
were prepared by the same procedure for comparison, with the different amount of cerium fluoride (0%, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10%).
2.1.3. Ex-suit chemical treatment of the catalyst with hydrogen
peroxide [15]
A 50 mg sample was dispersed and stirred in 0.1 M H2O2 solution heated to 80 °C under reflux. Once the H2O2 had been added,
the solution was stirred for 24 h at 80 °C, and then the catalyst
powder was washed with water before overnight drying at 60 °C.

2.2. Structural analysis

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural characterization of catalysts
XRD was used to identify the crystalline structures of Fe/N/C,
CeF3-Fe/N/C and CeF3-N/C. It can be seen from Fig. 1a that two
broad diffraction peaks of about 24° and 44° in Fe/N/C, which are
assigned to (0 0 2) and (1 0 1) diffraction of the graphitic carbon,
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Fig. 1. (a) XRD patterns of Fe/N/C, CeF3-Fe/N/C and CeF3-N/C. (b) XANES spectra at Ce L3-edge of CeF3, N-CeO2 and CeF3-Fe/N/C.

respectively [31]. Due to the overlapping of CeF3 (average 16 nm),
these peaks disappear in the CeF3-Fe/N/C and CeF3-N/C. The six
additional peaks corresponding to the CeF3 phase (PDF#: 080045) can be observed, which confirmed the presence of CeF3.
Moreover, the absence of crystalline iron species peaks suggesting
that Fe is consist in the Fe-Nx coordination or the content is lower
than the detection limit, since the ICP analysis (The content of Fe in
the Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C catalysts is 0.47 wt% and 0.41 wt%)
confirmed the existence of Fe. The FTIR spectrum (Fig. S2) of
CeF3-Fe/N/C shows a new absorption peak at about 500 cm 1,
which corresponds to the stretching vibration of CeAF bond [24],
indicating the successful doping of CeF3 into the Fe/N/C. The surface composition was examined by XPS (Fig. S3), where the typical
signals for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine and cerium were
observed. And the content of Ce in CeF3-Fe/N/C is 6.8% by ICP analysis. These results demonstrate that the CeF3 has been doped into
the structure of Fe/N/C. The X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) spectra was used to get more insight into the oxidation
state of Ce in CeF3-Fe/N/C (Fig. 1b). Two distinct peaks corresponding to Ce4+ are observed at 5732 and 5738 eV for pure N-CeO2 powder, while a strong single peak at 5725 eV is attributed to 2p ? 5d
transition in pure CeF3 powder [32]. The Ce L3 edge XANES spectra
of CeF3-Fe/N/C showed one characteristic peak and it is similar to
that of pure CeF3, clarifying the valence state of Ce as +3 state in
the doped sample.
The morphology and structures of the as-prepared samples
were characterized by TEM. Fig. 2a and b reveal that CeF3 crystals
are distributed at the surface of CeF3-Fe/N/C sample, which is consistent with the XRD result. Additionally, the samples display many
pores with a diverse size in the carbon matrix, which agree with N2
adsorption-desorption isotherms and the pore size distribution
(Fig S4 and Table S1). Noticably the larger surface area and more
mesopore structure of CeF3-Fe/N/C can expose more active sites
and facilitate the transfer of reactive species (protons and reactant
gases), therefore improving the catalytic performance [33,34].
HRTEM was employed to confirm the CeF3 with intimate contact
on the porous carbon framework (Fig. 2c). Flake-like nanocrystals
exhibiting lattice fringes with a spacing of ca. 0.31 nm from the
(1 1 1) planes of CeF3 are observed [27]. It can be seen that the
nanocrystals embedded in the carbon layer, and an irregular borderline appear in the disordered region (marked by the red line),
indicating the formation of a heterostructure interface state
between CeF3 nanocrystals and the carbon layer. The Fe species
were suspected to exist in the formation of Fe-Nx coordination,
but such nitrogen-coordinated atomic Fe sites were never directly
observed yet. Here, atomic level HAADF-STEM images provided a
direct evidence, a typical region of CeF3 was selected to observe
the surface (Fig. 2d). The lattice fringes correspond to the CeF3

(1 1 1) planes and the bright-dot contrast in HAADF-STEM images
presents the position of Fe atoms. Also, isolated and well-dispersed
Fe atomic sites were directly observed in the CeF3-Fe/N/C (some Fe
single atoms were circled in red for better observation in Fig. 2e),
which were both located at edge sites and embedded in the carbon
matrix. Therefore, the form of iron in the catalyst is atomic single
sites, which are dispersed on both the carbon layer and the CeF3.
X-ray elemental mapping (Fig. 2f) further verifies that Ce and Fe
species are homogeneously distributed over the CeF3-Fe/N/C architecture (the Fe/N/C sample in Fig. S5). In addition, a uniform distribution of N and F species across the structure, clarifying that CeF3
is encapsulated in an N-doped thin carbon layer.
To explore the inherent structure of iron subnano species at
atomic level, we conducted X-ray absorption structure (XAS) and
Mössbauer spectroscopy to study the chemical state and local
environment of atom Fe. Fig. 3a represents Fourier transformed
Fe K-edge EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine spectra, Fe Kedge spectra in Fig. S6) for the prepared samples, the visible peak
at 1.44 Å indicates the existence of a large amount of FeAN coordination [5] in Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C. In addition, compared to Fe
foil and Fe2O3, the absence of a significant peak at around 2.2 Å
for the FeAFe coordination indicated that the Fe species are atomically dispersed, which is consistent with the HAADF-STEM results.
As shown in Fig. 3b, the electronic structure of Fe was analyzed by
Fe L-edge XANES. The L-edge absorption spectrum is sensitive to
the valence and spin states of the measured elements [35]. The
L3 edge ranges from 708 eV to 714 eV and involves transitions from
Fe 2p3/2 to 3d states, and the L2 edge (722–728 eV) involves transition from Fe 2p1/2 to 3d states [36]. The Fe L-edge of Fe/N/C exhibits
only a broad peak at 712 eV attributed to Fe3+. However, the CeF3Fe/N/C shows two split peaks at 709.7 and 712 eV, assigned to Fe2+
and Fe3+. This phenomenon indicates that Fe3+ is dominant in
Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C, and formed part of Fe2+ due to the electron
interaction between Fe atoms and CeF3. Furthermore, the area ratio
of L3/L2 [37] in the samples (the L3/L2 ratio for Fe/N/C is 3.95 and
CeF3-Fe/N/C is 2.1) suggest that Fe3+ in a high spin state, implying
the predominant Fe3+-N4 high spin state in Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C.
Mössbauer spectra was used to distinguish different Fe species,
and parameters are listed in Table S2. Two groups of double peaks
fitted with D1 and D2 components are observed in CeF3-Fe/N/C
(Fig. S7) and Fe/N/C (Fig. S8). The absence of singlet or sextet peaks
indicates that there is no any other Fe-related phase and all of Fe
exist as the FeAN species in samples [38,39]. The doublet D1 is
commonly assigned to the low-spin state of ferrous in the
square-planar Fe-N4 coordination structure, and the D2 is assigned
to the Fe3+-N4 high spin state. According to the previous reports,
the doublet D2 is recognized as active site for the ORR [5,37]. Most
of Fe exists as high spin Fe3+-N4 configuration in our catalysts, fur-
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Fig. 2. TEM images of (a) Fe/N/C. (b) CeF3-Fe/N/C. (c) HRTEM image of CeF3-Fe/N/C. (d) HAADF-STEM image of CeF3 and single Fe atoms (highlighted by red circles). (e)
HAADF-STEM image of the CeF3-Fe/N/C. Single Fe atoms highlighted by red circles. (f) EDS mapping of CeF3-Fe/N/C.

ther quantitative analysis revealed that the content of D2 is 0.27 wt
% and 0.25 wt% in Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C.
Because of the fact that the interface between CeF3 nanocrystals
and carbon layer was observed, we carried out C K-edge and N Kedge XANES to study the chemistry and electronic structure of
these samples to find out if the CeF3 in Fe/N/C changes the carbon
matrix structure. The pre-edge regions are set to zero and the spectra are normalized to their total integrated intensities. Two main
peaks at 285.9 eV (CAC p* resonance) and 292.7 eV (CAC r* resonance) [40] are displayed in C K-edge XANES spectra (Fig. 3a). Compared with the r* peak of Fe/N/C, the intensity of CeF3-Fe/N/C is
relatively low due to the damage of the sp2 carbon crystallinity
by the CeF3. The intensity of the p* peak is decreased after introduction CeF3 to Fe/N/C, further indicating that charge is transferred
from CeF3 to the p-conjugated systems of the aromatic ring in the
Fe/N/C structure [35,41]. The weak peak at around 288.8 eV is
related to CAN bond, since this feature is visible in the same position as that in N/C (Fig. S9). The N K-edge spectra (Fig. S10) of the
samples exhibit three main peaks at 399.6, 402.3 and 408.3 eV,
which can be related to p* transition to pyridinic, pyrrolic states
and CAN r* transition [42]. We find that the intensity of each peak
increased for CeF3-Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst, clarifying an electronic
interaction between CeF3 and N-group owing to partial electron
transfer from N-group to Ce3+ ion [41]. Furthermore, XANES spectra at the Ce L3 edge (Fig. 1b) of CeF3-Fe/N/C showed one characteristic peak at 5726 eV, which correspond to the state of Ce3+. In
comparison to pure CeF3 (the characteristic peak at 5725 eV), the
feature peak of CeF3-Fe/N/C shifted to higher energy, which
unequivocally corroborates the charges were transferred from
CeF3 to Fe/N/C [11,32,43]. Thus, the surface chemical state was regulated by the Ce3+ sites due to the chemical interaction between
CeF3 and Fe/N/C.

It has been reported that the existence of Ce3+ sites could promote the release/storage of more oxygen for oxygen reduction
[19,44]. O2-TPD/MS tests were executed to investigate the O2
adsorption ability of the catalysts (Fig. 3d). In general, the desorption peaks at low temperature (<200 °C) are ascribed to physically
adsorbed O2 species weakly connected to the surface, which are
easily desorbed. The desorption peaks below 500 °C correspond
to chemically adsorbed oxygen on the surface [45]. The O2-TPD
curves of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C exhibit three distinct peaks at
similar desorption regions (200–500 °C), indicating the presence
of chemically adsorbed oxygen in both catalysts. The desorption
peaks of CeF3-Fe/N/C show a slight negative shift, suggesting that
the existence of Ce3+ sites reduces the desorption energy barrier
of oxygen [4]. Moreover, the desorption peak area of CeF3-Fe/N/C
is much higher than that of Fe/N/C, indicating that the adsorption
capacity of O2 increases significantly. The increased oxophilic of
Fe/N/C catalyst due to the introduction of CeF3 was further verified
by the MS spectra of carbon monoxide (Fig. S11). Hence, the existence of Ce3+ sites could remarkably enhance the O2 adsorption
capability and improve the oxophilic of Fe/N/C.
3.2. Electrochemical characterization of catalysts
The electrocatalytic performance of the catalysts was performed in RDE with 0.5 M H2SO4. Fig. S12 shows the CeF3 effect
on the performance of ORR, and the optimal proportion of cerium
fluoride determined by electrochemical tests is 5% (the LSV curves
parameters are listed in Table S3). The cyclic voltammetry (CV)
curves in Fig. S13 show a wide and weak redox peak for Fe/N/C
and CeF3-Fe/N/C due to the Fe2+/Fe3+ oxidation/reduction reaction
[46]. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements were carried
out in an O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at the rotation speed
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Fig. 3. (a) Fourier transformed K-edge EXAFS spectrum of iron for Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C. (b). Fe L-edge XANES spectrum of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C. (c) C K-edge XANES
spectrum of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C. (d) O2-TPD/MS profiles of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C reveal the involvement of oxygen in the desorbed species.

of 1600 rmp (Fig. S14). The CeF3-Fe/N/C and Fe/N/C show the same
onset potential (0.88 V) for ORR, indicating the same intrinsic catalytic activity. This potential is 50 mV less than the value for Pt/C
catalyst (0.93 V). The Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C exhibit the same
half-wave potentials (E1/2) of 0.78 V, only 50 mV lower than that
of the commercial Pt/C. This result attributes to the high spin
Fe3+-N4 configuration in the nitrogen-doped carbon as the active
site responsible for the high ORR activity [37]. At a scan rate of
5 mV s 1, the LSV curves of CeF3-Fe/N/C (Fig. 4a) and Fe/N/C
(Fig. 4b) at various rotation rates are tested. With the increasing
of rotation rate, almost no change in onset potential is observed
but current density improves due to the increased of mass transfer.
Here, the Koutecky–Levich (K–L) equation is utilized to evaluate
the ORR kinetics, and the K-L plots derived from RDE curves are
presented in Fig. 4c and d. The average electron transfer number
(n) of the CeF3-Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst (Fig. 4c) is 3.92 (0.3 to
0.55 V versus RHE), which is significantly increased compared with
the Fe/N/C (n = 3.48), suggesting the oxophilic interface between
CeF3 and Fe/N/C have a positive impact on the ORR kinetic process.
As an important intermediate in the ORR process, hydrogen
peroxide is also detected and quantified by RRDE test (Fig. 4e).
CeF3-Fe/N/C shows a low peroxide yield of <1%, and the average
number of electrons transferred is 3.98. However, a significantly
higher peroxide yield (>4%) is observed on Fe/N/C, leading to a
low electron transfer number of 3.93. These results suggest that
Fe/N/C doped CeF3 has a positive influence on a direct fourelectron pathway. To further elucidate the role of oxophilic interface in ORR, a cyclic stability test is performed from 0.5 to 1 V at
50 mV s 1, with RDE test in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte.
After 3000 cycles, the half-wave potentials of CeF3-Fe/N/C and

Fe/N/C (Fig. 4f) exhibits a negative shift of 3 mV and 13 mV,
respectively, suggesting that the CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst has excellent
stability in acidic media.
Furthermore, we carried out an H2-O2 PEMFC test to evaluate the
stability of the catalysts. The fuel cell assemblies constructed by the
prepared catalyst (4 mg cm 2) as a cathode catalyst for ORR and
Pt/C (0.5 mg cm 2) as an anode catalyst for H2 oxidation. As shown
in Fig. 4g, the initial maximum power density of CeF3-Fe/N/C
cathode is about 174.2 mW m 2, which is slightly greater than
Fe/N/C catalyst (168.6 mW m 2). This result indicates that the oxophilic interface could enhance the O2 adsorption capability, resulting in excellent activity in PEMFC. After 24 h of catalyst stability
test, the peak power density of CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst (135 mW m 2)
declined by 22%, while 28% for Fe/N/C catalyst (Fig. S15). We believe
the performance can be further increased by technique optimization. Fig. 4h shows the normalized durability curves of the catalysts
(the actual durability curves of the catalysts were showing Fig. S16)
evaluated at a cell voltage of 0.6 V, considering the balance
between cell efficiency and practical power [14]. The initial current
density of Fe/N/C at 0.6 V is  18% higher than that of CeF3-Fe/N/C
(103 vs. 84 mA cm 2). After 24 h durability test at 0.6 V, the
current density of CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst retains 54% of its initial
value, while only 41% for the Fe/N/C catalyst. These results illustrate
the excellent stability of CeF3-Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst in the PEMFC
test.
The widely recognized mechanism of instability is an oxidative
attack on carbon supports and metal-coordinate active sites by
H2O2, and subsequent leaching of the metal species, leading to
rapid degradation of single-atom iron catalysts in an acidic
electrolyte. As described above, investigation of the dynamic
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Fig. 4. LSV curves at various rotation rates in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at a scan rate of 5 mV s 1 for (a) CeF3-Fe/N/C and (b) Fe/N/C. The K-L plots derived from LSV curves at
various rotation rates for (c) CeF3-Fe/N/C and (d) Fe/N/C. (e) Hydrogen peroxide yields and the electron transfer numbers of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C based on the RRDE. (f)
LSV curves of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C before and after 3000 cycles in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution (1600 rpm, 5 mV s 1). (g) Polarization curves and power density for
H2/O2 PEMFC at 80 °C of CeF3-Fe/N/C and Fe/N/C. (h) The normalized stability curves of CeF3-Fe/N/C and Fe/N/C.

production and consumption of hydrogen peroxide on atomically
dispersed Fe/N/C catalyst is important [15]. Therefore, degradation
of the H2O2-induced catalysts were investigated by an ex situ H2O2
treatment. The Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C catalysts were exposed to

10 3 M H2O2 for 24 h at 80 °C, respectively. The ORR activities of
the catalysts before and after H2O2 treatment are presented in
Fig. 5a. For both catalysts, the RDE test initial activity at 0.85 V
showed a negative shift after the treatment, while the diffusion-
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Fig. 5. (a) ORR polarization curves of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C before and after H2O2 treatment. (b) Ring currents and the H2O2 yields of Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C in O2saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 + 5 mM H2O2.

limited current density does not change significantly. The result
implies that the ORR mechanism is unchanged, whereas the number of active sites on the catalyst surface reduced. Owing to the
higher amounts of H2O2, half-wave potential degradation of
Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C were observed at 103 mV and 64 mV,
respectively. Compared with Fe/N/C, the decrease of the ORR activity after H2O2 treatment is much larger than the CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst, which may be due to the restricted surface oxidation with
H2O2. The active sites buried in the carbon layer are exposed to
the electrolyte, while the Ce3+ sites in the CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst
can effectively block the attack of H2O2 [47,48]. Furthermore, we
employed H2O2 as a probe to investigate the hydrogen peroxide
oxidation and reduction reactions in 0.5 M H2SO4 + 5 mM H2O2
catalyzed by Fe/N/C and CeF3-Fe/N/C (Fig. 5b). The ring current of
hydrogen peroxide reduction catalyzed by Fe/N/C is much higher
than that of the CeF3-Fe/N/C using RRDE test, which means that
H2O2 can be reduced immediately and efficiently due to the high
adsorption efficiency of H2O2 on the surface of CeF3-Fe/N/C. The
H2O2 yield of Fe/N/C is about 60% in the potential window of
0.25 V–0.7 V, which is much higher than that of CeF3-Fe/N/C
(20%). The yield of H2O2 depends on competition between desorption and reduction of H2O2 on the surface of the catalyst, which is
determined by the surface state of catalysts [16,48]. Thus, the Ce3+
sites of CeF3-Fe/N/C can absorb and convert H2O2 into water effectively. As a result, the attack of H2O2 can be relieved, achieving
much better stability than Fe/N/C catalyst in an acidic electrolyte.

4. Conclusions
In summary, we reported a bottom-up strategy to synthesize a
cerium fluoride/single-atom dispersed Fe/N/C hybrid catalyst using
fluoride agent and NH3 activation, as well as the oxophilic interfaces was formed between atomically dispersed iron-nitrogencarbon and CeF3. By dispersing CeF3 on the surface of Fe/N/C, the
surface chemical state redistribution could occur at the interface.
We demonstrated that the CeF3-Fe/N/C catalyst can achieve excellent electrochemical performance and superior durability in
PEMFC. The presence of Ce3+ sites can promote O2 adsorption
and reduce of H2O2 into the water effectively. Thus, the potential
adverse effects caused by low-concentration oxygen reacts with
active sites in the catalysts, and H2O2 attack during ORR in the
cathode are eliminated. Engineering of a nanostructured interface
between the metal fluoride/single iron atom hybrid catalyst opens
a new way to enhance the performance of the noble-metal-free
catalyst in PEMFC.
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